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-recalls being an adult female who was seriously involved in a religious community 

-but people treated her like she was male 

-she was very close to her mother but always got the feeling that her mother didn’t like her 

-recalls that her first regular name started with G & her last name with C; so her initials were/r [at least 

one set] G.C. 

-understands that being religious wasn’t [might not be] considered standard because her mother wasn’t 

religious in any context  
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-because people kept referring to her as a male; she finally went to a religious authority for more 

information of [regarding/about] her gender 

So qualifiers in s.w. homicides so far matching are: religion locative space practice/socialization gender 

insecurity enforcement and was given no answer/response and by this; felt socially rejected 

-this time-frames the life of this individual: before access – to medical advice was regularly available so 

approximately (before when?) 

-then g.c. started to ask other people she knew what they thought of which gender she was.  

Part Two.  

 

Key’t frame: imagined instead of, i.e. connected to nothing; and who say you have to be interacting to 

be important [answers to important revealed]  

cited p.42 

reading randoms or something [correlating thoughts source, citation: The Memoir Club Laura Kalpakian] 

           The strangest thing is that the socks tear in the one region and through the slipper as if cited: 

Peter Pan is constantly dragging feet; and then men pretending to be women because they fear cited: 

Peter Pan come in smelling like the lotion cited: Peter Pan rubbed on feet two nights ago; weighing 

down the hair as if their karma earns them of comfort.  
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            Perhaps it shall be imagined so in a photograph. 

          

           Movie Wish[e]: MAN OF STEEL (theme name citation) 

Theme: she’s like I can hear you all the way over there; [two desks away] but I’m not speaking; and 

my speaker system is 90% internally muted; I think you’re reporting that I’m the b-----a and as a result 

you’ve been caught stealing; and we shall all charge W.S. “r.” also I own like every  

                         Space & non-space [past forever] 

 


